Release Overview

SecureAuth® Identity Platform 19.7

SECUREAUTH IDP IS NOW THE
SECUREAUTH® IDENTITY PLATFORM
New release brings deployment freedom, simple
administration, and enhanced security

Key Enhancements
At-a-Glance
++ Deployment Freedom —
deploy any way you want hybrid, on-prem, cloud

Key Enhancements Details
Deployment Freedom
We know most enterprises are not solely cloud or solely on-prem. That’s
why with the SecureAuth Identity Platform you get the same capabilities
regardless how you deploy — hybrid, on-prem, or cloud. Gain the freedom
to choose without compromising functionality. The Identity Platform ensures
you meet your identity and access management requirements today and
have the flexibility to evolve in the future.

Hybrid

On-prem

++ Simple Administration —
reduce administration time with
reusable & centralized global
authentication settings and
policies
++ Enhanced Security — gain
greater security and less user
disruptions with biometric multifactor authentication (MFA) using
fingerprint or facial recognition, a
unique dynamic perimeter policy
check, and the SecureAuth®
Intelligent Identity Cloud, a
cloud-based analytics engine
that delivers continually updated
identity intelligence.

Cloud

Simple Administration
The SecureAuth Identity Platform approach to administration leverages reusable objects and settings to simplify and
accelerate the creation and administration of authentication experiences. In this release, we introduce reusable adaptive
authentication objects and global multi-factor authentication (MFA) settings.

Reusable adaptive authentication objects enable you to build policies using any number of SecureAuth
risk checks. You can then apply these centralized policies across as many systems as desired.

Global MFA settings work similarly. You can now centrally manage these settings (e.g. OTP length,
timeout length, methods deployed), to ensure adherence to your policies across any number of systems.

When changes are needed, modifications are made centrally and auto-propagated across your environment. This
approach centralizes policies for standardization, simplifies set up and ongoing administration, and delivers a more
consistent experience for workforce and customer identities.
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Our Identity Security Intelligence dashboard brings
out-of-the-box reporting of key metrics about your
identity security status. (e.g. number of logins; login
by system; successful vs failed logins; MFA methods
used; and more). This dashboard updates when the
page is refreshed, providing analysts with security
intelligence at the push of a button.
Also, in this release is a new end-user theme that
is easily customizable. Change backgrounds, add
logos, and modify the position of fields easily with
cascading style sheets (CSS).

Enhanced Security
We continue to invest in securing identities, always seeking new ways to deliver strong access security
combined with engaging user experiences. In this release, we introduce biometric MFA support. Take
advantage of fingerprint and facial recognition capabilities for greater security, especially in passwordless
scenarios.
We are also unveiling a unique dynamic perimeter risk check. With dynamic perimeter, users are not
burdened with MFA disruptions after they have successfully authenticated and not traveled outside of
a customer-defined perimeter (e.g. 50 miles) for a specified time period. This new feature is ideal for
removing authentication disruptions for users who regularly move about in campus-like environments.

Boost security with intelligence.
The SecureAuth® Intelligent Identity Cloud brings
cloud-based analytics and administration that
employs a big-data approach delivering the
identity intelligence and risk checks required to
ensure strong security and maximum usability for
all your identities.
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Additional Resources
Visit our SecureAuth Identity Platform documentation site for release specifics –
https://docs.secureauth.com/display/SAIP
* URL will not be live until July 11, 2019
Customers looking to upgrade?
Contact Support - www.secureauth.com/support | support@secureauth.com | +1.866.859.1526
Prospects looking for information?
Contact Sales - www.secureauth.com/contact | sales@secureauth.com | +1.949.777.6959
Join our customer Intersections Community to share and learn - secureauth.force.com/intersections
Visit our Newsroom to see the latest about SecureAuth - www.secureauth.com/company/newsroom
Read our Blogs on a variety of identity security issues - www.secureauth.com/blog
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